Editorial
Impact Factor: Overrated and Misused?
The quality of a journal is difficult to assess objectively and perhaps impossible to define numerically. Although "impact factor" as a quality measure of journals is useful to publishers, librarians, editors and authors, it is open to criticism.
The journal impact factor (IF) 1 is published annually (in September) by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), a private commercial organization which was founded in 1958 to create a database listing the content of more than 4000 scientific journals worldwide. The impact factor originally served solely as an internal ISI index of the relative quality of a scientific journal that helped the company to decide whether ISI should include that journal in its database. The IF is calculated by dividing the number of current citations to articles published in a specific journal in the previous two-year period by the total number of articles published in the same journal in the corresponding two-year period. The numerator is the total number of citations to all types of articles, editorials, letters, original articles and reviews. Therefore, the IF can be increased by a larger correspondence section or by publishing controversial editorials 2 .
There is considerable debate about the validity of IF. Informed and careful use of IF data is essential. The IF can be useful to evaluate a journal's relative "importance" compared to others in the same field/ discipline. Therefore ISI warns against making comparison between fields/disciplines. A broad analysis of journal impact factors shows some consistent features 2-4 : • Scientific journals rank higher than clinical journals. • English-language journals score higher than those in other languages. • American journals tend to have higher impact factors than European journals. • Review journals tend to score higher than those containing original articles. Sixty per cent of the top 25 are review journals that publish only reviews and summaries of past research. • Methodological papers may score higher than the articles they cite. • Free electronic access tends to raise the impact factor of the journal.
• Controversial or poor papers may increase IF. A paper may be cited as an example of poor research or may be highly cited if it covers a controversial topic.
There are several limitations regarding the use of IF 2,5 : • A journal IF reflects the journal rather than the article. Therefore, assuming that all articles in the journal are of a similar quality is wrong. • A journal IF will vary with time in both absolute numbers and rank. Within a discipline, ranking of journals are a better reflection of quality than absolute number. • The IF says nothing about the stringency of the peer review process. • The IF can be manipulated by authors and editors.
A high rate of self-citing can affect the IF. • Greater availability of the journal via free electronic access or use of biomedical library search engines (such as PubMed or Ovid) can increase the IF substantially. • There are other ways in which IF can be improved.
Mini-review can attract citations rapidly and in large numbers, and, without counting these as denominator, research letters and abstracts can act as numerators and raise the IF. • Citation practices are inconsistent. Scientific articles tend to cite only scientific articles, whereas clinical articles cite both scientific and clinical articles, thus increasing the IF of scientific journals compared with clinical journals. • The two-year period for the IF is arbitrary and not based on any robust data. Unfortunately, the IF has been used for purposes beyond which it was originally intended. In Europe and Asia, medical school administrators have used the IF as objective evidence of the quality and importance of their faculty's publication. Cumulative IF is sometimes used to determine rank, promotion and salary 5 .
The use of citations in published literature may provide an objective measure of how often scientists use a published work, but there are limitations. In a study on the citation impact of articles using "evidence based medicine" study designs (meta-analyses, randomized controlled studies, cohort studies, case studies) the citation impact of the various studies followed the proposed hierarchies of evidence. Metaanalyses received more citations than any other type of study design, followed by randomized controlled trials 6 . Lauritsen and Muller analysed the proportion of clinically relevant articles in five high impact anaesthesia journals. They compared the journal IF and the proportion of clinically relevant pages, and found that they were inversely proportional to each other. Consequently the authors questioned the validity of the use of IF as a measure of the clinical utility of an anaesthesia journal.
In this issue of the Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, Bain and Myles 8 have assessed the relationship between impact factor and publication type with respect to evidence-based medicine level in anaesthesia. They found that, although the evidence of human studies published in anaesthesia journals was high, there was no correlation between the evidence-based medicine level of publication in an anaesthesia journal and the impact factor of that journal. This suggests that the impact factor does not reflect a journal's quality if evidence-based medicine is considered to be a measure of scientific quality. However these two studies were limited by the use of publications from a six-month (in 2000) 7 or one-year period (in 2003) 8 .
The impact factor is therefore a useful measure of the quality of scientific journals, but on its own provides a very limited idea on the extent to which the papers are useful for clinical relevance and daily practice. Alternative bibliometric measures (such as citation half life, the total number of citations, "electronic hit data") should also be considered. More attention should be given to the clinical relevance and social impact of research in all medical journals.
"Measuring something as subjective as the quality of the written word is as fraught with dangers as attempting to measure beauty." 9 
